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A Framework for Access Control Models 

Burkhard Lau1 

Summary 
The goal of our framework for access control models, here described, is to 
provide a means to describe access control models in a uniform and con
sistent manner. Based on a thorough analysis of what access control 
means, three basic issues that an access control model should consist of 
are identified: entities, verification, and authorization. The latter two is
sues are discussed in detail and basic structures are identified again. 

1 MorivAriow 

The state of the art in access controls is dominated by two access control policies: Discretion
ary and Mandatory Access Control (DAC and MAC). What we need, however, is a more 
sophisticated view of policies than provideq by the traditional black and white distinction be
tween mandatory and discretionary controls due to the following main reasons: 

.... It becomes more and more important that the access control model meets the require
ments of a particular organization. So, an access control designer does not want to 
adapt the organization's requirement to fit into an existing (conventional) access control 
model. (S)he wants to describe a model fitting to the organization's requirements. 

or The integration of existing (database) systems in a distributed and heterogeneous 
(database) system includes the integration of access controls as well. To cope with this 
problem, a generalized model is necessary. 

The solution is a framework which is able to describe existing access control models in a uni
form and consistent manner by defining the fundamental parts that a model should consist of. 
Ba8ed on fundamental primitives, new models can be created as well. And our framework pro
vides another advantage: 
,... Different models can be described in terms of our framework which allows a compari

son. In such a way, we are able to determine the main difference between DAC and 
MAC which is, as we will show, based on different paradigms. 

Note that our approach is conform to the ISO framework for access control [IS091). We will, 
however, provide a much deeper insight into the basic structures of access control models. 

We will proceed as follows: 
After an overview and a delimitation, we describe the verification and administration aspect in
cluding paradigms in the chapters Three, Four, and Five. Chapter Six summarizes the frame
work. 
Due to lack of space, we will only briefly show the application of this framework by describing 
well known access control models in terms of our framework. For a more comprehensive de
scription as well as a comparsion with the Generalized Framework of Access Control (GF AC) 
by Abrams et.al [AbSm91, Ab0192], we refer to the Ph.D. thesis [Lau95b]. 
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2 GoAl of AccE.s.s CoNTRol 

As the name indicates, access control controls accesses within an (information) system which 
we call in the following a target system. This characterization, however, is too broad, because 
it allows a very broad interpretation range including other countermeasures like integrity con
trol. So, we would like to refine this view and to specify the goal of our investigations. 

2. 1 OrtERrtiEW 

Access control consists of two main parts [IS09 l]: the Access control Enforcement Facility 
(AEF) and the Access control Decision Facility (ADF). The goals of these parts can be de
scribed as follows: 
.... Access control Enforcement Facility 

The AEF has to enfoce that only allowed activities can happen in the target system. 
Note that we do not aim at a special target system; it could be of any kind . 

..- Access control Decision Facility 
The ADF decides whether a particular access is authorized or not. 

These two parts are related by the map

ping activity H access and depend on 
each other. The AEF needs the decision 
of the ADF, while the ADF needs the 
AEF to enforce its decision. 

While the decision itself can be made 
independently on the target system, the 
enforcement has to be built into the target 
system. As described and motivated in 
[Lau95a], we consider these two facilities 
separately, assume an existing AEF, and 
discuss in the following only the ADF. 

DB 

As we will not consider the AEF in the following, we make some comments here: 

..,. There could be various access levels within a target system, proving different access 
functionality. Each level could require its own AEF. Here, however, we assume just 
one AEF and refer for further considerations to [Lau95b]. 

..,. The AEF has, preferably, to be planed during the design of the target system. Attempts 
to stuff the AEF into a target system afterwards result often in a vulnerable system, be
cause the system seems to be secure but the AEF can be bypassed. 

.... A serious problem is to prevent bypassing the AEF. A possible solution is to encode 
the database and only to decode ifthe AEF is passed successfully. This, however, is not 
the complete solution, just an idea which requires further research. 

.... As the AEF intercepts every activity anyway, it can write a record about every activity 
as well. So, the AEF can support auditing. 
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2.2 INTERpiAy BETWEEN AEF ANtl ADF 

While the AEF deals with activities in the target system, the ADF handles accesses. For a for
mal consideration, we need their definitions: 

Definition 1 Activity 
As we do not aim at a special target system, we define an ~ as an abstraction of a couple 
of properties: 
• The activity elements are part of the target system. Our understanding of a target sys

tem includes, consequently, users as well. 
• The elements of an activity depend heavily on the kind of target system. Each activity, 

however,· has an initiator, a target, and an activity mode which corresponds with the 
target. 

• The activity threatens the security of the target system. Other activities can proceed 
without any checks. Note that the target system determines which security aspects 
(confidentiality, integrity, and/or availability) are concerned. 

So, the AEF can check two aspects: is it an activity at all (Are the elements part of the target 
system? Corresponds the action with the object type?), and is it an activity which might 
threaten the security (Is, for example, the action dangerous or not?)? In the last case, the ADF 
has to be involved. It makes decisions about generalized activities called accesses, which 
makes it independent on the target system: 

Definition 2 Access 
A combination of one subject entity, action entity, and object entity is called~. So, an ac
cess 02 is a triple (s, a, o ). 

We denote the set of all accesses with~ so ~ = S x Ax 0. Instead of the pair (action, ob
ject), also capabilities can be used ensuring that the action is applicable to the object. In this 
case, an access is abbreviated by the pair (subject, capability), denoted as D = (s, c). 

So, we need a mapping between activities and accesses. Dependent 'Entities of tfte target system 
on the activities, one element of the target system can act in different Files Transactions 
roles. In the one situation, it could be a subject and in another an ob- Objects u Programs 
ject. Vice versa, if an action comprises a set of target system el- Relations ser Tuples 
ements, this set will be mapped on just one object entity of the ADF. Processes 
Summing up, it is a N:M mapping between the elements of the target - . - - - - - - - . -
system and the entities in the sense of access control. ~z·· A \I 
Note that the Clark-Wilson approach [CIWi87] as well as polyinstan- / ~ ~ 
tiation [JaSa90, JaSa91] deals precisely with this topic. While Clark · · - - - - - - - - - - - -
and Wilson assign well-formed transactions to objects with the only Subjects Actions Objects 
action Execute, polyinstantiated relations allow security views on 
relational databases. 'Entities of tfte J1l!lY.J 

Each access control entity will have a couple of properties. An object, for example, can have 
an owner, and a subject a particular clearance. Properties are essential to describe authorized 
accesses. They can have three sources: 

We will use Gothic letters to describe complex values and different fonts for notations on different levels. 
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... The Real World 
As the target system is a mapping of the real world, a target system entity has got some 
properties of its origin. So, an entity in a car database gets properties of real cars, e.g. 
the age or the colour . 

..- The Target System 
The target system can add artificial properties as record number, identifier, or pointer . 

..- The Access Control System 
Access control could also require some properties, for example a security label. 

Properties coming from the real world or from the target system are usually stored in the target 
system. There, access control attributes can be stored as well. It is, however, an implementa
tion decision, how closely the databases of the target system and the ADF are connected. 

2.:1 CoAI of AOF 

The ADF has to answer the question: 

Who is (not) authorized to access what and how? 

Consequently, the ADF has to verify whether a particular access is authorized or not. Due to a 
fonnal consideration, we define: 

Definition 3 Access Status 
In accordance with Rabitti et.al., we call the set of all authorized accesses access status'· ' is 

therefore a subset of3, so ' ~ ll. a e' means consequently that a is authorized. 

' can be filled by several sources . 
., One source are access data S, which are defined for this access. 
,... Another source is described by inference control. Here, an access history is involved . 
., Also the integrity of an access could be a reason to include or exclude an access. 

As described in [Lau95a], it is meaningful to dis
tinguish between several logical security mod
ules. So, integrity control, inference control, and 
access control are in a logical sense separate 
modules with independent decisions. In the fol
lowing, we will understand the goal of ADF as 
the filling of ' by only access data and nothing 
else. So, the goal of the ADF is to provide for a 
decision algorithm: 

s~' 

Note that there is a subtle difference between ac
cesses which are authorized (S) and accesses 
which should be authorized ('). The art of auth
orization will be to identify these two sets. 

DB 
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2.4 SECURitvt; ThE ADF 

Of course, besides rare cases of statical ADF databases, the data of the 
ADF S has to be administrated as well. In this sense, the ADF will be 
considered as a target system and we need an authorization control. 
Activities manipulating the ADF database have to be intercepted by an 
authorization control enforcement facility (ACEF), which cooperate 
with an authorization control enforcement facility (ACDF). This sec
ond ACDF has thus to answer the question: 

Who is (not) authorized to authorize to access what and haw? 

517 

Here, we cope with the same problems as described up to here, again. We need an interception 
of the activities concerned with S, their mapping onto authorizations, their verification, and, 
finally, an administration of corresponding data ;ll. This data has to be protected again, and in 
such a way, we repeat ourselves. To find an end of this spiral, there has to be initial data (S, ll, 
... ), which will be called a paradigm. 

2.!7 SUMMAR)' Atvcl Cotvclusiotv 

Summing up, access control consists of four major parts: 

- The realization of an AEF, which has, at least, to intercept every activity within a target 
system and has to involve the ADF. 

,... The realization of an ADF, which has to be able to decide about every access whether 
this access is authorized or not. 

• A bijective mapping between activities and accesses to enable a communication be-
tween these two components . 

..,. The enforcement of administration rules which protect the ADF database. 

An access control model, on the other hand, need not to cope with the AEF, but assumes 
merely an existing one. However, the other three aspects have to be described by such a 
model, because otherwise the description is not comprehensive. 

We will give here a framework for access control models. So, we do 
not consider a special target system. That's why, we will not discuss 
the mapping onto access control entities, but assume an existing one. 
Note, however, that a particular access control model has to deal with 
it. 

So, two aspects remain: verification and administration, which will be 
discussed now. 

~ TltE YERificArioN 1J ~ 4 

Based on access data, the ADF decides whether an access is authorized or not, formal D e ~? 
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~. I OrtERrtiEw 

We will trace the verification process backwards, and show at each step, what alternatives 
exist. In an overview, we will investigate the following steps (from right to left): 

~~~ ~ G B ~ ...... .Qj, ..... ~~ __.. ---+ ~ __.. ~ --+ ~ --+ rci_.. .. J-
~ ~ Gu! (GJvl I [!] 1 .. ~signp 
ln-31 . pnonty / 

Access Rules Propagation Groups access 
Propagation 

Figure 1 Overview of the Verification Algorithm 

Roughly speaking, we distinguish between three major steps with various substeps producing 
intermediate right sets. Their extents are illustrated by the box size. 
rr Initial Rights ~I 

Access rules of four types create a certain amount of initial rights for groups G as well 
as for individuals I. 

• Access Rights~ 
Based on ~1, propagation rules produce access rights ~ in three substeps: propagate 
between groups, resolve group memberships, and propagate between (individual) en-

tities. Here, the transitive closure of rights on the group's level (G --+ [G]) and on the 

individual's level (I --+ [I]) is formed. The final transitive closure ~1 are access rights 
what we denote with just ~ as well. 

... Final Decision 
After applying these access data, the access rights with the requested access are se
lected. From these access rights, the right with the highest priority is chosen. The sign 
of this right is decisive for the verification result. 

Access data exist in three concepts, where the entity properties play an important role: 
• Entities can be assembled in authorization groups to ease the administration. If groups 

are formed by a rule, groups are a means of abstraction. 
• Entity or group references can be exploited by propagation rules to decrease the admin

istration effort. 
• Access rights can be derived from entity or group properties using access rules. 

~.2 :tr~ AUTltoRiZEQ I UNAUTltoRiZEQ 

First of all, we want to describe the final decision whether an access is authorized or not. 

:J'.2. 1 I -7 A11moRizEJ I UNAllmoRizEJ: Applyiwq mE Siqw 

There are positive, negative, and mixed ADF's describing permissions, prohibitions, or both. In 
mixed systems there is a need to characterize explicitly an access as a permission or a prohib-
ition by a sign :t:, which is not necessary in positive or negative systems where signs are impli
cit. This leads to the notation of an access right t as t = (a, :t:). 
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On the other hand, a closure assumption is needed for the case that there is no access right r 
for the requested access o. 

Not all combinations between system kind and closure assumption are possible. A combination 
of a negative ADF (describing just prohibitions) with the closed world assumption (everything 
is forbidden except explicitly given permission) is obviously meaningless. Assuming that the 
reader is familiar with the notations, we show the meaningful relationships'. 

open world assumption closed world assumption 

1-
negative ADF " mixedADF 

1-
positive ADF 

Figure 2 Meaningful Combinations Between System Kinds and Closure Assumptions 

We can formally describe this step with: 

3 t? no: decision according to the closure assumption 

yes: 3 ±? no: decision according to the system kind 

yes: decision according to the sign ± which requires an interpretation 

Note that there are also approaches to extend permissions and prohibitions by freedoms and 
duties. See, for a more comprehensive discussion, Morris and McDermid [MoDe92] or Lubin
ski [Lubi92, Lubi93]. 

7.2.2 ~ ~ l: ApplyiN<; PRioRiriEs 

In general, there are several access rights containing the same access, which we denote with 
~· If there are different signs, there is the danger of conflicts: a conflict is given if there are 
two access rights t' and ~ containing the same access o, but having a different sign: 

3(t\ ti E ~): ti.± "# ti.± 

Priorities are introduced to avoid those conflicts, and so an access right becomes t = (0, (±, .. )) 

(see also [RaWK89, RBKW91]). Note that a priority., can be complex. 

7~2.2.1 CoNsiSTENCf CoNdirioN 

Two conditions on priorities are obvious: 

0 The priorities of two rights (ti and ti) with the same access o have always to be compar
.@k, i.e., it has to be possible to determine the higher priority for each priority pair. 

'it\ tie~): ti ... :::;~ ... v ti . ., :s;ri . ., 

Consequently, we have to ensure a linear ordering between the priorities of a conflict

ing set ofrights ~· 

8 Furthermore, in order to keep it possible to make a decision, we demand that every 

priority has to be unique. (We could accept t. .. =ti ... ifthere is a third right f with a 

priority f ... which is higher than t' ... and ti ... [Briig92]. However, we have a problem 
when f disappears and that is why we avoid this situation.) 

'</(ti, tJ E ~): t' ... ¢ti ... 
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0 and e are combined and fonn the following expression [Lau94]: 

'<;t(t', t1 E ~): t' ... $ t1 ... V ti ... $ ti ... 

~.2.2.2 IMpliciT PRioRiTiEs 
Beside explicit priorities there is the possibility to have implicit ones. The basic idea is that 
priorities are deduced from parts of the access right. In particular: 
... Sign 

A quite often used strategy is: a prohibition always takes priority over a permission. 
Note, however, that the idea of this proposal (in doubtful situations prefer denial of ac
cess) is controversial and violates an access control goal (to allow authorized ac
cesses)! In critical situations the inability to perfonn an access can also cause damage. 

or Entity 
Another strategy is to prefer the most specific right [Lunt89]: the right for an individual 
always takes priority over the right for a group. However, this, obviously, does not 
solve all conflicts. Beside this, we are in doubt whether it is possible to precisely define 
specificity at all (consider, e.g., unintended specificity or overlapping sets). 

Here, the access right with the highest priority out of all rights concerned with a same access is 
selected. 

7.2.7 :8f ---7 :8f,: Applyiwq PREJicATES 

Predicates are usually used to restrict the validity of an access to certain hours or by other logi
cal expressions. They should be evaluated during this step. 

7.2.4 SUMMARY 
We mentioned three possible attributes of an access: sign, priority, and predicate. While a sign 
is (even if implicitly) always present, an access control model has to determine which further 
attributes are used. In each case, we can define an access right as: 

Definition 4 Access Right 
An access right tis a pair (n, As) consisting of: 

... an access o as defined above. 

... an attribute set As which .s,pecifies the access. 

An access control model has to define both As and an algorithm to process As-

7.7 )/{cui ~ ~,/ ApplyiNt; PRopAfiATioN TO GET AccE55 Ric;ltTs 

Initial rights ~avr are defined on access entities (S, A, and 0) as well as on authorization 

groups (SG, Ao, and OG). So, ~1 i;;;; llavr x As, with ~1 = (S u SG) x (Au Ao) x (0 u OG). 
On and between both levels, a propagation of rights can be defined. So, we distinguish be
tween three sub-steps: 

(In the following, QE denotes that Q = ( s, a, o) contains certain elements E, so E i;;;; { s, a, o}.) 

7.7.1 :8fev1 ---7 :8r,cJur PRo<;AqAriow bE7WEEN GRoups 

Relationships between groups can be exploited to propagate initial rights: 
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Facts 
The propagation structures are the facts. Consequently, the existence of entities in the con
cerned set and their mutual relationships have to be managed. 
Rules 
A propagation rule describes the propagation of rights between entities at an abstract level. 

The rule specifies the entity set and the direction of the relationship 9t which can depend on the 
kind of access (prohibition or permission) or the kind of action (read or write), formally: 

(08" ft.s) E ~I A (g', g) E 9t ~ (DB' ft.s) E ~G]ul 

Note that one relationship can be exploited by several propagations. This is therefore a I :N 
relationship. Note furthermore that the transitive closure can only be achieved if the propaga-
tion rules are alternately applied. · 

7.7.2 ~cµ ~ JI,: REsolvriow of GRovp MEMhERsltip 

Entities can form units of administration. We call them groups, although there are plenty of 
other names for this concept. It is especially applied by roles and domains, which are chiefly 
applied to subjects and objects. Actions, however, can also be grouped into, for example, 
EXIST(open, use, reset, assign, goto), CREATE(create, append, insert, add), READ(read, se
lect, retrieve, request, list, display, report, print, copy), WRITE(write, alter, modify, update, 
change, replace, edit), EXECUTE(execute, start, run), and DESTROY(destroy, delete, re
move). In such a way, more generic actions are achieved. 
Facts 
The facts are the memberships. A membership can be described explicitly by using an individ
ual identity, or implicitly by giving a condition which is related to individual's properties. In the 
latter case, group facts consist obviously of rules and facts again. 
Rules 
The membership is a special relationship, which connects entities and groups. So, there is just 
one predefined rule: every entity e gets the access rights of those groups g where it is a 
member of, formally: 

(a,, As) E ~G]ul A e E g ~ (a., As) E ~ 

Note that this group resolution is the basis of access rights. 

7.7.7 ~ ~ ~If PROpAqATiON bETWEEN ENTiTiES 

Propagation can be defined between entities as well. Examples are right propagations from an 
inferior to a superior, or from a superobject to a subobject within object-oriented environments 
(we mention from a great variety just [JoDi93, JaKo90]). We have analogous rules and facts as 
given by the propagation between groups. So, we repeat just the general entity propagation 
rule: 

(•~·As) E ~ A (e', e) E 9t ~ (a., As) E ~I) 

7.7.4 SUMMARY 
The idea of propagation is to exploit a relationship by using its semantics. So, access data con
sists of facts, describing the relationship, and rules, describing the propagation. Note that we 

use access rights ~ in the sense of ~11 and that ~aur = ~ if groups and propagations would not 
be used. 
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7.4 AccES.s R111E.s ~ :$0 v,: CREATiNtj INiriAI Riqltr.s 

Access rules define initial rights both explicitly and implicitly by a consideration of entity prop
erties. A particular right is given if entities have a relationship which is based on the properties 
of the particular entities. These entities have typically different entity types. A very clear 
example is the owner relationship which is defined between subjects and objects. If a subject 
owns an object, it is, following the ownership rule, able to perform any action on this object. 
However, the simple and the *-property of the multilevel security [BeLa73, Bell74, BeLa76] 
are examples, too. Finally, Minsky gave a nice example which we would like to repeat here: 

Facts 

"When a highway patrolman is sent to his duty, he has to be given the authority to 
cite traffic violators. This cannot be done explicitly for each violator because at 
the time that the patrolman is sent to his duty, the traffic violator does not exist, 
and the identity of the future violators is not known, so that it is impossible to 
construct individual access rights for the violators at that time. The point is that 
the patrolman's authority has to do with the behavior of motorists, not their 
identity." [Mins78} 

The entity properties with respect to a particular relationship 9t have to be managed. 

Rules 
An access rule describes the generation of access rights by consideration of properties of en
tities on an abstract level. This can be described formally as: 

(x1, Xz, ... , xJ E 9t ~ (Drx,.x, .... ,x"l' A,,) E ~r 

With other words, an access rule does: 

w select all accesses from llovi where (x1, Xz, .. ., x,.) E 9t (note the SQL syntax) 

... join this selection with one instance of specification attributes As and append it to ~1 

When considering n, we get four different cases: 
... n=O 

(x1, Xz, .. ., Xo) E 9t makes no sense and it means that there is no condition on the access. 

On the other hand, it holds that { x1, Xz, .. ., Xo} = 0. Since 0 ~ { s, a, o} is always true, 

it holds that 00 = ~Gui and fill accesses get the same specification attributes and are fill 
members of ~1 . So, just one rule of this type is meaningful! A second rule is either 
contradictory or will never hold due to a lower priority. 
Such a rule is suitable to describe a closure world assumption! To fulfill this task, this 
rule either has to have the lowest priority, which would ensure that this rule holds only 
if no other rule holds, or has only to be activated when the derivation process creates 
an empty access right set. 

The (usually used) closed world assumption would be described as: 

TRUE => ((s. a, o), (0, -)) E .3'bu 
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rr n= 1 

(x) E 9\ means a condition on one part of the access. This case is seldom used but could 
be useful to make a closure world assumption with respect to particular objects or to 
forbid the usage of a particular action. 

Such a rule could be used to give a central authority all access rights: 

s =ROOT ::::> (hfsJ• (1000, + )) € ~u 

rr n= 2 

(x1' xJ E 9\ means a relationship between two parts of the access. 

The ownership rule would be expressed as: 

s =a.owner ::::> (hrs.oJ• (200, +)) =~u 

rr n= 3 

(x1, Xi, x3) E 9\ means a relationship between all three parts of an access. In the case 
that all parts are described by their identifier, we get the case of explicitly represented 
initial rights as the famous access matrix contains. So, tuples are the borderline case of 
an access rule of this type. However, x, could also be described by a (variable) property 
as, for example, a classification. 

A rule where all three parts are involved could be used to give an advanced BIM property: 

s.clearance 2:0.classification A a€ o.read_interface ::::> (hrs.a.oJ• (999, +}) € ~u 

7.~ SvMMARJ' ANO CoNdvsioN 

Roughly speaking, there are two major parts of the verification process: firstly, the access data 
is processed and, finally, the specification attributes are applied. If an access control model 
would use all access data concepts and the discussed attributes, the algorithm would be: 

apply access rules 
first of all, process the access rules and create initial rights 

apply group propagation 
derive more initial rights by propagation on the group level 

apply group membership 
resolve all group memberships and produce access rights 

apply entity propagation 
derive more access rights by propagation on the entity level 

consider access 
consider only the access rights which contain the requested access 8 

apply predicates 
select just the valid access rights 

apply priority 
select the access right with the highest priority 

apply sign 
declare the access as authorized or unauthorized depending on the sign 

Figure 3 Verification Algorithm 
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This algorithm should make clear that the distinction between explicit and implicit rights, which 
is often made in the literature (we note exemplary just [BeOS94]), makes no sense at all be
cause there are no explicit access rights. Just tuples represent more or less explicit access rights 
by explicit initial rights, which are, however, the basis for three propagation steps! Therefore, 
those discussions should shift to discussions about different "types" of implicit access rights. 

The ADF can be queried by the AEF as well as by another (foreign) system. The distinction be
tween target and foreign systems can be made easily by a very small security kernel within the 
security module (described by a stroke-dotted line}, which intercepts the query and checks the 
querying system against a list of'permitted' systems. Note that this approach is based on the as
sumption that the identity of the querying system can be traced correctly, which has to be en" 
forced by appropriate measures! This, however, is an implementation issue. 

Summing up, an access control model has to specify which specification attributes and which 
concepts of access data are used. Based on these decisions, the verification algorithm has to be 
specified as well. 

4 AuTltoRiZATioN 

Instances of concepts of access data are rules or facts and subject of protection. The adminis
tration of access data is known as authorization too. Authorization regulations are necessary to 
prevent that arbitrary access rights can be distributed to everybody. Without restrictions, ac
cess control would be meaningless because everybody could get every right. 

Our following considerations are a repetition of everything, we have mentioned up to now; but 
on a higher level. So, we can shortcut our explanations and focus on additional aspects: 

4.1 GoAI of A11TltoRiZATioN 

Again, we have to distinguish between an Authorization Control Enforcement Facility (ACEF) 
and a Decision Facility (ACDF), a mapping between the activities within the target system 
(here: manipulations of access data) and authorizations, a verification algorithm, and regula
tions for the administration of the ACDF database. While the ACEF has to be built into the 
ADF, which will not be considered further, the ACDF has to decide whether an authorization 
is authorized or not. In the following, an authorization is defined as: 

Definition 5 Authorization 
Within the process of an authorization we have to distinguish between: 
,... the grantor which we call the authorization subject s,, 
w the authorization mode m, and 
,... the authorization object o,. 
Therefore, we get the definition of an authorization a as a triple: 

a = (s,, m,, o.) 
Analogously, ;1. is the set of all authorizations. 

4.2 MAppiNq BETWEEN ADF AccE55E5 ANJ A11TltoRiZArioN5 

The similarity with an access as defined earlier is intended. While an ACS protects a target 
(information) system, authorizations manipulate the objects of the ACS itself and have to be 
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controlled as well. Note, however, that while accesses deal with entities of a target system, 
authorizations deal with subjects, actions, and objects of the ACS! 

Authorization subjects have to be defined, where the relationship with the subjects of the target 
system can be arbitrarily chosen. If, however, these two subject sets are disjunct, the principle 
of Segregation of Duties is enforced. Note the necessity of an identification realization for 
authorization subjects! 

The authorization objects are known; they are, as access data, either real or as rights, virtual. 
Although authorizations can be realized only on real objects, it has to be possible to specify an 
authorization on a virtual object as well and to count back. In particular, we have to deal with: 
w Real Authorization Objects 

Real objects are access rules and their corresponding entity properties, propagation 
rules and the structures where the propagations are defined on, as well as group 
memberships. 

w Virtual Authorization Objects 
Virtual objects are initial rights containing authorization groups, access rights, and the 
access status. By the way, we already dealt with an authorization restriction on access 
rights in Chapter 3.3.1, where we demanded that the priority of each new access right 
has to be unique and comparable with all other priorities of access rights with the same 
access. 

Let us illustrate these relationships: 

- - - - - - -
.-· --· <------.:::::-. virtual 

I .. al Righ< · Access Rights L · · · · -·. ·. :_: : . . 

In = olT. ruti ts B Access Status · · ·. : : : .. 
ln=U~-~-~ 0 ·. ·._-. 
In= 21<· ~. Gu <· .... ~ . . ~ <· . . . . a (Authorization Obje~!J 
In = 31.L· Propagation _ 

Access Rules 
real 

Figure 4 Authorii.ation Objects and their Relationships 

The discussion about virtual and real objects is concerned with the discussion about accesses 
which should be authorized (the goal: ~and') and which are authorized (the basis S). 

Keeping this quite complex structure in mind, we will abbreviate it in the remainder with: 

s~~~a 

The authorization mode depends, of course, on the authorization object. In the literature, how
ever, just two (generic) modes are considered: Grant and Revoke. 

4.~ VERifiCArioN of A11rltoRiZArioN5 

The ACDF has to define whether an authorization is authorized or not. The following defini
tion provides a formal basis: 
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Definition 6 Authorization Status 
The authorization status is the set ofall authorized authorizations and is denoted by'$. 

Consequently, j ~'-holds. Let JI denote a set of authorization data. ACDF has, consequently, 

to provide the mapping JI~'$. Compare with Chapter 2.3! In fact, we could repeat our de
scriptions of Chapter 3, which were concerned with the functionality of the ADF. Let us just 
highlight the most important points: 

4.7. 1 AurltoRiZATioN Riqm 

Definition 7 Authorization Rights 
An authorization right r consists of an authorization 11 and some further specification at
tributes, so r = (11, As'). All authorization rights are denoted by J. 

A usual assumption is a positive system of authorization rights with a closed world assumption. 

So, there is no need for additional specifications (ft.s' = 0) and j = J. However, we could im

agine to extend this view (As'"# 0)! In this case, a derivation algebra is needed to derive j 
froml. 

~ can be described explicitly (by enumeration) or implicitly (by rules). However, in the same 
way as access rights are represented by access data, authorization rights are described by auth
orization data JI consisting of rules and facts. 

4.7.2 AuTlloRiZATioN DATA 

The same concepts as used for tne access verification can be applied again. So, we deal with 
authorization groups, . authorization propagations, and authorization rules. A central adminis
trator would be one example for an authorization (subject) group. And we find the same tax-
onomy of authorization rules: · 
w Authorization rules which are not related to a part of the triple (s., m., o.): 

With such rules very general statements are made. In the sense of a closure assumption 
for access rights, either all authorization can be permitted or forbidden unless they are 
specified explicitly. 

w Authorization rules dealing with one part of the triple: 
The administration paradigm, for example, is based on an authorization rule of this 
kind: a (central) administrator may administrate everything for everybody. Such a rule, 
however, can be applied for particular objects or groups of objects as well. 

w Authorization rules dealing with two parts of the triple and their relationship: 
The ownership paradigm is based on a rule of this type: only if a subject owns 
(whatever this means) an object, (s)he may administrate all access rights related to this 
object. We find here a relationship between the source subject and the ability. How
ever, also other relationships can be. used: subordination between source and target 
subject; the consideration whether the target subject already have the ability; etc. 

w Authorization rules dealing with all parts of the triple: 
This means, in fact, to describe an authorization right explicitly and is the borderline 
case of a rule because just one derivation is possible. 

In the following figure, we want to sketch this derivation process. Based on authorization data, 
authorization rights can be derived and based on this set, an authorization can be decided as 
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authorized or not. Note that ifthe authorization object is ofa virtual type, corresponding auth
orizations for authorization objects of a real type have to be derived. 

Authorization Data Authorization Rights Authorization Status 
J--~Jfl---j . 

(s,., °ko.) =a 

+-...._-------------:,~-~--:-:-:-:-:-:-:-::-:-:,..,....-v:. 
s <- - - - - - - - - - - lR <- - - - - - - - - - - -~ 

Access Data Access Rights Access Status 

Figure 5 Structure of Authorization Verification 

Note that this figure can be used as (an abbreviated) legend for our Gothic letters. 

4.4 At!MiwisTRATiow of AurltoRiZAriow DATA 
The authorization data has to be administrated, again. So, we could repeat Chapter 4 up to 
here completely; but on one higher level. Instead of doing so, we give a more global view: 

~ PARAcliqM5 

This spiral has to have an end; otherwise it would not be, of course, practical. So, there have to 
be some initial rights ruling everything. These rights will be called paradigm. To explain it, we 
need this general consideration: 

~.1 AtJTltoRiZAriow LtyER5 
There are obviously different authorization levels: 
• Zero Order Authorizations: 

An access o can be assumed as an authorization of order zero, the authorization object 
is here an object of the target system! 

... First Order Authorizations: 
These authorizations describe rights to authorize an access as just explained. So, this 
concerns the definition of authorizations as given above, forrnally a= (s1, m,, a). Note 
that o is, or course, virtual and has to be replaced by (real) access data. 

... Second Order Authorizations: 
These authorizations describe rights to authorize an authorization, formally a' = (s,, 
m., a) . Although we call these administration rights 'authorizations' as well, they have 
other semantics. Here, the granted component a .is not an access but an authorization 
(s'., m'., a). 

• Higher Order Authorizations: 
The administration of second order authorization and their administration leads to 
higher order authorizations. So, a' has to be defined again by, for example, a"= (s., 
m1, (s1

1, m1
1, (s ... , m"., o))). 
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Each order of authorization forms a layer and consists of a mapping between data and a status. 
The aim of layer N is to describe by its status the authorized administrations of data of layer 
N-1. In order to do so, the authorization objects of layer N are elements of the verification pro
cess in layer N-1. Authorizations on virtual authorization objects are here to be transformed to 

authorizations on real objects, which is illustrated by "f-" in Figure 6. 

J' I I 1. ,I I i· 
2nd Order Authorization Data +-- 2nd Order Authorization Rights +-- 2nd Order Authorization Status - ~ J. +--

1st Order Au:orization Data I +- I 1st Order Auth~rization Rights I +- I 1st Order Au:arization Status - ~ J. +--
fl 

I +- I 
~ 

I +- I ' I Access Data Access Rights Access Status 

Figure 6 Authorizations on Various Levels 

Every layer forms a logical unit, but they can be implemented together sharing the same ACEF. 

~.2 DEfiNiTioN 

There has to be some initial authorization data, being the basis for initial access rights. Other
wise, everybody can receive every access right (see for the Safety Problem Harrison, Ruzzo, 
and Ullman [HaRU76]); This data is defined by a paradigm: 

Definition 8 Paradigm 
A paradi!Wl realizes the chosen security policy with respect to access control by initial rights. It 
consists of a (mandatory) set of authorization data; maybe on any level, so on layer 0 (access 
layer) as well. There is, however, one boundery condition: there are authorization rules at least 
in the highest layer. 

These initial rights form, with other words, a frame for all future access and authorization acti
vities by an initial exclusion of rights. A paradigm, however, is decisive for an access control 
model as the following chapter shows. 

~.7' DiscRETiONAR'J' vs. MANJATOR'J' AccEss CoNTRol 

Two access controls are of public interest: Discretionary and Mandatory Access Control. Ac
cording to the Orange Book [DoD85], they are defined by "A means of restricting access to 
objects based on: 
or Discretionary Access Control 

the identity of subjects and/or groups to which they belong. The controls are discre
tionary in the sense that a subject with a certain access permission is capable of pas
sing those permissions (perhaps indirectly) on to any other subject." 

or Mandatory Access Control 
the sensitivity (as represented by a label) of the information contained in the objects 
and the formal authorization (i.e. clearance) of the subjects to access information of 
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such sensitivity. Mandatory controls are driven by the results of a comparison between 
the user's trust level or clearance and the sensitivity of the information." 

Both definitions provide merely a hazy idea. While the first one aims on the authorization as
pect, the second is concerned with the verification aspect. Let us describe these controls in 
terms of our framework. 

~.~.1 DiscRETiONARY AccE55 CowTRol 
In the following figure, we sketch DAC. We recommend to read the figure bottom-up, starting 
with the access layer: 

2nd Order Authorization Data J' 2nd Order Authorization 
Rights JI' 

12nd Order Authorization Rule (n=2): Ownership Rule (OR,)': Usually. a positive system with 

Is = o.owner ==> ((s, •. 'o-colomn' of AM,, A.") e Jll' the closure world assumption 

2nd Order Authorization Rule (n=3): 2nd Order Authorization Matrix 
(2nd Order Authorization Rule 
(n=O)) is used. So, the sign is 

(AM,)': 0 E AM, =:) (O'. A,") E Jll' implicit. 

1st Order Authorization Data J 1st Order Authorization 
Rights~ 

!st Order Authorization Rule (n=2): Ownership Rule (0R1) 3: Usually, a positive system with 

s = o.owner ==> the closure world assumption ((s, •, 'o-colomn' of AM.,, A,') e Jll 
. . . . . , (I st Order Authorization Rule 

lst Order Authonzauon Rule (n=3): lst Order Authonzauon Matnx (AM,) : (n=O)) is used. 

oeAM, =:) (0. A,') E Jll 

Access Data !l Access Rights ~ 
Access Rule (n=2): Ownership Rule (OR.)': Usually, a positive system with 

s = o.owner ==> (01,.,J• A,) E ~1 the closure world assumption 
(Access Rule (n=O)) is used. 

Access Rule (n=3): Access Matrix (AM,.)': o e AM. =:) (O,A,)E~1 There are approaches to use 

(there are proposals to use groups and propagations) mixed systems with priorities. 

I Which means that the owner is allowed to give anybody else the authorization rights on the object. 
, 

Unfortunately, AM, is identical with AM .. This means that a set grant flag means both the lst order 
authorization right to grant an access right and the 2nd order authorization right to grant an authoriz-
ation right. Two different flags would ease the administration. 

3 Which means that the owner is allowed to give anybody else an access rights on the object . 

• Describes explicitly authorization rights, usually realized by a set grant flag in AM.,. 
l Which means that every owner is allowed to access 'its' object. 

' Describes explicitly initial rights. 

Figure 7 DAC Layers 

The most simplest Ownership Paradigm consists of the ownership rules O~ and OR1 describ
ing basically the verification and authorization aspect. However, often O~ is added to manage 

grant flags. Note that AMo and AM1 (= AM2) comes dynamically into existence. 
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Auth?~zation Right . 0~ .? .. ~ ' A_u~~~~ti~~ ~~~I ~l e 

· I Access Righi OR ' Access Righi AM Access Right AM1 ' 

~ ~ ~ ~..__ ____ i __ ...._ __ A_ccess _ _ AM _ __,o / 

~ Owner ~ 

Figure 8 Ownership Rules and Access I Authorization Matrixes 

In Figure 8, we sketched possible actions under the Ownership Paradigm together with the rea
son why these actions are allowed. Note that the authorizations in layer N are related to the al
lowed activities in layer N-1. 

A possible enhancement of this paradigm is concerned with central administrated prohibitions 
to receive access rights. In our figure, we would have to add: 

2nd Order Authorization Data 1J' 
2nd Order Authorization Rule (n=O): Administrator Determination: 
TRUE = ((s, *,membership of'central_Administrator', A,") E ~· 

1st Order Authorization Data 1J 
1st Order Authorization Rule (n=l): Administrator Rule: 
s = 'central Administrator' = ((S, *, ·AM,,, A,') E ~ 

'central Administrator' is a group 

Access Data l3 

Access Rule (n=3): Access Matrix (-AM,,)1: o e -AM,, = (D. A,)E~1 
I Describes explicitly negative access rights, which take implicitly priority over permissions in AM,,. 

Figure 9 Advanced DAC Description 

~.7.2 MANJATORJ' AccEss CoNTRol 

Mandatory access control is based on the administrator paradigm and its description is much 
more simple: 
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2nd Order Authorization Data l'il' 
2nd Order Authorization Rule (n=O): Administrator Determination: 

TRUE => ((s. *.membership of'central Administrator'. A,") E ~· 

1st Order Authorization Data l'il 
1st Order Authorization Rule (n=l): Administrator Rule: 

s = 'central_ Administrator' => ((s, *, security labels of objects and subjects, A,') E ~ 

'central_ Administrator' is a subject group 

Access Data S 
Access Rule (n=3): simple security property: 

s.clearance ~ o.classification " a= read => ((s, a, o), A,) E li\0u1 

Access Rule (n=3): star security property: 

s.clearance S o.classification " a = write => ((S, a, 0), A,) E liloui 

Figure 10 MAC Description 

Mandatory Access Control is completely described by 

• two access rules embodying the simple and the star (*) security property, which are de
fined on subject and object attributes, 

• one 1st order authorization rule determining the responsibility of a central administrator 
for the security label, and 

• one 2nd order authorization rule defining who may act in the role of the central admin
istrator. (It is also possible to define the administrator not by a group but directly.) 

• A positive system with a closed world assumption on all layers. 

6 S11MMARJ' ANcl Cowclusiow 

We have described a framework for access control models, which defines the requirements on 
such a model. In particular, a model has to include: 

• A discussion about the mapping between the elements of the target system and the en
tities of an access, which were subjects, actions, and objects. This mapping is necessary 
to allow a mapping between the activities within the target system and an access. 

• The realization of a paradigm by initial data on various layers. By this, also the used 
layers are defined. 

• The definition of the verification algorithm within each layer. Based on data, rights 
have to be derived which form the basis for the derivation of the status. While each 
authorization status rules the administration activities of the underlying layer, the access 
status rules over the activities within the target system. Note that the structure of each 
layer is the same. 

Finally, we have shown a description of DAC and MAC in terms of our framework, although 
we did not consider particular target systems as relational database systems or operating sys
tems. Such a target system requires additional considerations about its structure and elements. 

This framework has shown to be very powerful during a study on existing access control litera
ture (included in [Lau95b ]). Each reference was exactly in place. On the other hand, it has 
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shown its ability to create new models as well. In [Lau94, Lau9Sb], we described an enterprise 
model, which is based on hierarchies. Especially, the effect of propagation on authorization 
was investigated. 
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